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The Settlement Cook Book
The author celebrates the simple pleasures of
a good breakfast with 288 irresistible
recipes for traditional favorites - from
scones and sticky buns and popovers and hash
browns to all kinds of eggs and pancakes and
muffins.

Wanda E. Brunstetter's Amish Friends
Farmhouse Favorites Cookbook
Revised, updated, and redesigned--with 325
new recipes (1,990 in all), three important
new chapters (microwave cooking, outdoor
cooking, and vegetarian dishes.

Canadian Cook Book
King’s Creative Kitchen: For the Love of Good
Food combines the stories of travel
experiences and memorable recipes of the
author Barry Marshall King. As a museum
professional (educator), he discovered there
is little difference between the museum-going
experience and good food memories. Each
involve active participation, interpretation,
and hopefully, a lasting impression. Twenty
years of collecting, creating, and sharing of
traditional recipes are combined with
original dishes for those who value the
significance of a food memory. In this
extensive collection of recipes, there is a
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special section that represent the author’s
Native heritage. It is his hope to introduce
and share with the world these Native dishes
with a modern interpretation. Each of the
over a hundred recipes’ main feature is
flavor, often bold and hearty, as well as
delicate and light, stirring the senses often
forgotten now reawakened. One of the author’s
favorite original recipe a beautifully briny,
delectable, and created with friends one
moonlit night on the Chesapeake Bay. Another
recipe is an inspired combination of
spanakopita (Greek) and a Jamaican patty . .
. simply delicious! Nature’s bounty is the
canvas from which he masterfully creates
dishes to be remembered and admired for years
to come. You, too, will be most proud and
satisfied with each completed dish.
Preparation and cooking methods are
comprehensive. All that’s needed is basic
kitchen equipment and a little patience to
produce quite satisfactory results. The
recipes are well suited for family dinners,
date night, pre-theater or party food,
workplace pot lucks. Your chance to show you
care. Your chance to create bonds through the
food experience as interpreted by the hands,
heart, and mind of an artist and true lover
of good food.

The Original Fannie Farmer 1896
Cookbook
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Take a step back in time with the Original
Fannie Farmer Cookbook, the official how-tocook-everything book from the esteemed Boston
Cooking School. First published in 1896, this
cookbook is notable for being the first of
its kind to take a rigorous, almost
scientific approach to recipe writing,
presenting the reader with careful step-bystep instructions that are taken for granted
in modern cookbooks. Worth owning for its
historical value alone, The Original Fannie
Farmer Cookbook presents a unique window into
the culinary world of the late 19th Century;
you'll see how some tastes and cooking
techniques have changed drastically over the
last 150 yearsand how some have hardly
changed at all! In fact, many of the hundreds
of recipes in this book are as delicious and
useful as ever. Although you may not need to
know how to prepare coals for heating for
your stove, the classic recipes for nearly
every occasion imaginable are a delightful
source of inspiration and education. With
dozens of chapters organized by ingredient
and dish type, this book leaves no culinary
stone unturned. Some favorites cover:
Biscuits, breakfast cakes, and shortcakes
Meats, including beef, veal, poultry, game,
mutton, and lamb Sauces for fish and meat
Fancy cakes and confections Canning and
drying fruits and vegetables Puddings
Vegetables Ices, ice creams, and other frozen
desserts You'll also find fascinating general
information on the preparation and treatment
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of a huge range of ingredients, as well as
charts and tables detailing their nutritional
values. One of the most important books in
the history of American cuisine, The Original
Fannie Farmer Cookbook is a must-have for
chefs, homemakers, and anyone interested in
the history of food in America.

The Breakfast Book
Presents over eight hundred recipes for pies,
cookies, cakes, breads, and crackers

The 1896 Boston Cooking-School Cook
Book
This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important, and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries
around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in
the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this
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work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced,
and made generally available to the public.
We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.

Chafing Dish Possibilities
Offers practical advice on making brownies,
and shares a variety of recipes for brownies
and brownie waffles, pudding parfaits,
tortes, cakes, bombes, pies, cheesecakes,
short cakes, and tarts

Fannie Farmer 1896 Cook Book
Buttermilk & Bourbon
A cookbook classic, acclaimed for such
innovations as simple directions, concern
with nutrition and terms now standard in
American cooking. Detailed methods for
preparing soups, seafood, meat, vegetables,
poultry, salads, hot and cold desserts, and
many other dishes. A delightful repository of
information for nostalgia buffs and a useful
aid for today's homemaker.
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Baking in America
A captivating collection that celebrates the
wonderful recipes from the Betty Crocker
archives in a package that appeals to the
modern cook? Betty Crocker Lost Recipes is
the ultimate treasure for the most devoted
Betty Crocker fans, as well as cooks who are
interested in recipes with a retro/nostalgic
twist. Eighty percent of the book includes
tried-and-true recipes that simply aren't in
today's cooking repertoire--mainly fromscratch recipes that are hard to find. Twenty
percent is a fun look back at some of the
cooking customs of the past that may not be
worth repeating, but are worth remembering.
Features include ideas like "How to Throw a
Hawaiian Tiki Party," and the robust
introductory pages contain interesting
stories, anecdotes, and artwork from Betty
Crocker's history. Recipes are carefully
curated to ensure that they are still
relevant, achievable, and made with available
ingredients--think Beef Stroganoff, Chicken
la King, Waldorf Salad, and Chiffon Cake.
These lost recipes are ready to grace the
tables of a whole new generation of cooks.

Perfection Salad
How to Cook and Eat in Chinese
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We all need a little help in the kitchen, and
there's no more reliable guidebook than the
one you hold in your hands.

Food and Cookery for the Sick and
Convalescent
A complete guide to interpreting women’s
history. Women’s history is everywhere, not
only in historic house museums named for
women but also in homes named for famous men,
museums of every conceivable kind, forts and
battlefields, even ships, mines, and in
buckets. Women’s history while present at
every museum and historic site remains less
fully interpreted in spite of decades of
vibrant and expansive scholarship. Doing
Women’s History in Public: A Handbook for
Interpretation at Museums and Historic Sites
connects that scholarship with the tangible
resources and the sensuality that form
museums and historic sites-- the objects,
architecture and landscapes-- in ways that
encourage visitor fascination and
understanding and center interpretation on
the women active in them. With numerous
examples that focus on all women and girls,
it appropriately includes everyone, for women
intersect with every other human group. This
book provides arguments, sources (written,
oral, and visual), and tools for finding
women’s history, preserving it, and
interpreting it with the public. It uses the
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framework of Significance (importance),
Knowledge Base (research in primary,
secondary, and tertiary sources), and
Tangible Resources (the preserved physical
embodiment of history in objects,
architecture, and landscapes). Discusses
traditional and technology-assisted
interpretation and provides Tools to
implement Doing Women’s History in Public.
Using a hospitality model, museums and
historic sites are the locales where we
assemble, learn from each other, and take our
insights into a more gender-shared future.

Mrs. Lincoln's Boston Cook Book
A classic bestseller for over a century, the
Fannie Farmer 1896 Cook Book contains an
incredible offering of 1,380 recipes, from
boiling an egg to preparing a calf’s head.
Farmer’s instructions also go beyond recipes
to include how to set the table for proper
tea, full menu ideas for holiday dinners,
housekeeping tips, and so much more. This
book is known for pioneering the
standardization of measurements in recipe
instructions, which made the creation of
better meals possible for even the most
inexperienced of cooks. Farmer’s thorough
text is chock full of fabulous Americana for
cooks and non-cooks alike. This book is a
great buy for cooks who want to get back to
basics and enjoy the pleasures of traditional
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American cooking. Cooks who think they've
done it all will discover classic recipes to
share with friends and family, and total
beginners will be comfortable with Farmer’s
clear instructions for even the most basic
meal prep. The Fannie Farmer Cook Book will
be a valued addition to your cookbook
collection.

Falafel For Breakfast
This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced,
and made generally available to the public.
To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using
a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.

Fannie's Last Supper
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Set your table with the heartwarming goodness
of 250 delicious country classics from the
best of Taste of Home. This keepsake
collection of 250 comforting recipes comes
directly from farmhouse cooks—those who live
in (and long for) the country. It’s time to
sit back, relax and savor the heartwarming
flavors the country has to offer. From hearty
breakfasts and all-American barbecues to
freshly baked breads and family-reunion
desserts, the downhome comfort found at a
farmhouse table is simply irresistible. This
keepsake collection of 250 comforting recipes
comes directly from farmhouse cooks—those who
live in (and long for) the country. Relish
the specialties they enjoy in their own
homes…the foods they set on their tables,
rely on for special occasions and turn to
when it’s time for an amazing sweet. So,
settle in and relish the goodness of buttery
biscuits, garden-fresh greats, crispy fried
chicken and so much more. With Taste of Home
Farmhouse Favorites, the best of country
cooking is always at your fingertips.

Doing Women's History in Public
Many of the earliest books, particularly
those dating back to the 1900s and before,
are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. We are republishing these classic
works in affordable, high quality, modern
editions, using the original text and
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artwork.

Fannie's Last Supper
The Book that Started the Organic Farming
Revolution Since its original publication in
1989, The New Organic Grower has been one of
the most important farming books available,
with pioneer Eliot Coleman leading the charge
in the organic movement in the United States.
Now fully illustrated and updated, this 30th
Anniversary Edition is a must-have for any
agricultural library. Eliot Coleman's books
and innovative methods have helped
innumerable organic farmers build successful
farms in deep accordance with nature. The
wisdom in this seminal book holds true even
as the modern agricultural canon has
grown--in large part due to Coleman's
influence as a wise elder with decades of
experience. New information has been included
in this edition to showcase the new tools and
techniques that Eliot has been developing
over the last thirty-five years. Inspired by
the European intensive growers, The New
Organic Grower, 30th Anniversary Edition,
offers a very approachable and productive
form of farming that has proven to work well
for the earth and its stewards for centuries.
Gardeners working on 2.5 acres or less will
find this book especially useful, as it
offers proof that small-scale market growers
and serious home gardeners can live good
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lives close to the land and make a profit at
the same time. The New Organic Grower is
ideal for young farmers just getting started,
or gardeners seeking to expand into a more
productive enterprise. New material in this
edition includes: Beautiful color photographs
throughout, taken by master gardener and
author Barbara Damrosch (Eliot's wife and cofarmer) Updated information throughout on how
Eliot's practices have changed through his
experiments over the years A new section from
Damrosch about incorporating flowers on the
small farm More information on new tools
Eliot has invented that don't appear in any
of his other books

What to Have for Dinner: Containing
Menus with the Recipes Necessary for
Their Preparation
Offers contemporary cooks a guide to
preparing old-fashioned American dishes,
including New England specialties and
adaptations of continental dishes

The Fannie Farmer Cookbook
Before The Joy of Cooking, there was The
Boston Cooking School Cookbook. Written by
Fannie Farmer, principal of the school, and
published in 1896, it was the bestselling
cookbook of its age. 400,000 copies were sold
by Farmer's death in 1915 — and more than 4
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million were sold by the 1960s. It perfectly
encapsulates the late Victorian era, but it's
also surprisingly modern; in short, it's ripe
for reevaluation. And who better to conduct
such an experiment than Chris Kimball,
founder of Cook's Illustrated and host of
PBS's America's Test Kitchen? Fannie's Last
Supper is the result. In it, Kimball
assembles an extravagant 12-course Christmas
dinner from Farmer's cookbook and serves it
in an 1859 Boston townhouse, complete with an
authentic Victorian home kitchen, uniformed
maids, and a distinguished guest list. The
menu includes Roast Goose with Potato
Stuffing, Canton Punch, Three Moulded
Victorian Jellies, and Mandarin Cake. But
Kimball includes more than just the dinner
party's dishes — Fannie's Last Supper is a
working cookbook with tested, rewritten,
updated recipes drawn from Farmer's opus.
It's a culinary thriller of sorts, travelling
back in time to reexamine something most of
us take for granted: the North American
table. From the Hardcover edition.

The Boston Cooking School Cook Book
Features nearly two thousand recipes and
includes chapters dealing with microwave,
outdoor, and vegetarian cooking

The Fannie Farmer Cookbook
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Ever feel as famished as a farmer and long
for simple country cooking ideas? Find them
in this new collection of recipes, tips, and
stories from Amish cooks.

Taste of Home Farmhouse Favorites
This groundbreaking collection encompasses
both sweet and savory favorites: yeast breads
and quick breads, layer cakes and loaf cakes,
doughnuts and fruit desserts, pies and simple
pastries. Taking as his starting point 1796,
the year the first American cookbook was
published, Greg Patent, an accomplished
baker, has mined sources from across the
country for exemplary baking recipes by and
for home cooks. Perusing old cookbooks,
journals, and handwritten diaries from
libraries and private archives, he has
skillfully recreated treasured recipes or
used them as inspiration for his own
thoroughly up-to-date creations. Included are
historical finds like the original Parker
House Rolls; Lindy’s Cheesecake, from the
world-famous New York restaurant; and a
sensationally easy butterscotch cake that won
a national baking contest in 1954. Here as
well are hundreds of contemporary standouts,
such as Malted Milk Chocolate Layer Cake,
Blueberry–Lemon Curd Streusel Muffins,
Peaches and Cream Cobbler, and Raised Potato
Doughnuts.
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Waffles, Crepes and Pancakes
Quick & Easy Thai
This early works is a fascinating collection
of recipes for the Chafing-Dish. With much of
the information still useful and practical
today. Many of the earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900's
and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing
these classic works in affordable, high
quality, modern editions, using the original
text and artwork.

Fannie in the Kitchen
Marcia was trying to help her mama. So maybe
balancing on top of a tower of chairs to dip
candles wasn't such a good idea. And perhaps
her biscuits worked better as doorstops than
dessert. Still, does her mama really need to
hire a mother's helper? Then Fannie Farmer
steps into their kitchen, and all of a sudden
the biscuits are dainty and the griddle cakes
aren't quite soal dente. As Fannie teaches
Marcia all about cooking, from how to flip a
griddle cake at precisely the right moment to
how to determine the freshness of eggs,
Marcia makes a wonderful new friend. Here's
the story "from soup to nuts" -- delightfully
embellished by Deborah Hopkinson -- of how
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Fannie Farmer invented the modern recipe and
created one of the first and best-loved
American cookbooks. Nancy Carpenter
seamlessly incorporates vintage engravings
into her pen, ink, and watercolor
illustrations, deliciously evoking the
feeling of a time gone by.

Toll House Tried and True Recipes
For all cooks, this book is a true classic.
It contains hundreds of interesting recipes
along with hundreds of hints will make
anything you prepare a success. The owner of
the Toll House Restaurant in Whitman,
Massachusetts, Ruth Wakefield offers here the
most famous and successful tips and recipes
which made her restaurant so renowned. The
author begins with the necessary information
all good cooks need: helpful hints (dip
peeled bananas in lemon juice to prevent
discoloration, how to measure solid fat);
equivalents and proportions; purchasing
guide; timetable for roasting, broiling,
boiling, oven steaming; care of your
refrigerator and range, how to save fuel;
table setting and service; challenging menus;
inexpensive everyday meals; success with
frozen desserts; and much, much more. There
is also a "primer for brides," which contains
36 essential dishes for the new homemaker
(from making hot or iced coffee to main
courses, desserts, even champagne punch!)
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Then come the mouth-watering recipes: hors
d'oeuvres (cheese balls, caviar toast,
stuffed mushroom caps, etc.), appetizers
(fruit shrub, stuffed cantaloupe, oyster
cocktail, etc.), soups, stews, and chowders
(clam bisque, baked bean soup, lobster stew,
clam chowder, croutons, croustades, etc.),
bread (crumb bread, shredded wheat bread,
Swedish tea ring, health bread, orange bread,
etc.), meats and poultry (pot roast with
vegetables, Neapolitan meat loaf, shepherd's
pie, crown roast of pork, chicken divan,
chicken terrapin, etc.), meat substitutes
(goldenrod eggs, foamy omelettes, cheese
croquettes, noodle ring, etc.); seafood
(baked halibut, salmon and rice delight, Toll
House lobster, lobster imperial, etc.),
vegetables, salads and dressing, desserts,
all kinds of sauces, cakes and cookies,
frosting and fillings, pastries and pies,
candies, tea time sandwiches, relishes, and
oddments. The book concludes with sections on
solving kitchen problems, how to cook for a
hundred people, and a guide to purchasing,
preserving, and canning jellies, jams,
fruits, and vegetables.

Early American Cookery
In this culinary and historical adventure,
Kimball, founder of Cook's Illustrated and
host of the PBS series America's Test
Kitchen, hosts a Victorian dinner based on
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the recipes of Fannie Farmer, author of The
Boston Cooking-School Cook Book, which was
first published in 1896.

Betty Crocker Lost Recipes
Israeli-born chef Michael Rantissi and his
partner and 'balaboosta' Aussie girl Kristy
Frawley drill down to what we all love about
the ingredients and flavours of the Middle
East - grains and greens, generosity,
pungency, sweetness, sharing. This is food
that brings everyone to the table, and won't
let them leave. Michael puts ingredients
first and foremost, opening the door to our
greater understanding and appreciation of the
Middle East's hidden treasures --- tahini,
baharat, halva, chickpeas, labneh, eggplant,
honey, pomegranate, amba, dates, broad beans,
pistachios, wild greens, ancient grains. The
recipes go from basics like hummus, aioli and
falafel, to Persian eggplant risotto,
Cauliflower, cranberry and pearl barley
salad; and Harissa-braised lamb with okra. To
finish are the pastries, breads and syrupladen cakes - Chocolate and pistachio
baklava, Date and dukkah brownies, Persian
pavlova. Living in multicultural Sydney, he
says, has helped him lighten and brighten
traditional recipes, without ever losing
sight of their origins and traditions. 'If my
mother knew I was serving falafel for
breakfast - and people were loving it - she
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would be amazed'. A much-lauded home cook,
Kristy adds those all-important pastries,
breads and syrup-laden cakes that turn a meal
into a feast, any time of the day or night.

The Good Housekeeping Cookbook
Delicious recipes for waffles, crêpes and
pancakes that appeal to young and old alike
and fit in with all styles of eating, whether
on the move or at the table. Creating food
that's perfect for parties and ideal for
snacks and impromptu meals. Includes both
quick and easy recipes, including some old
favourites, as well as more adventurous
recipes requiring a little more preparation.
Perfect for those cooking basic waffles,
crêpes and pancakes from scratch and also for
those who buy ready-made waffles, crêpes and
pancakes for reheating but want to use the
recipes to make a filling or topping.
Explains how to get perfect results every
time, using the equipment that's now
available on the market, and how to
successfully freeze and reheat them.

Modern Food, Moral Food
Big Flavor. Big Personality. Unforgettable
Southern Cuisine On screen and in the
kitchen, Jason Santos is known for two
things: his smack-you-in-the-mouthflavored
dishes and his larger-than-life personality.
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Buttermilk & Bourbon, the name of Jason’s
wildly popular restaurant and his standout
cookbook, showcases incredible recipes
inspired by the exciting flavors and culture
of New Orleans. Jason has gathered his best
Southern-inspired recipes—the ones that
restaurant-goers write about impassioned
letters and the ones even his line cooks
can’t resist—and laid them bare for you. Make
his signature dishes at home like Literally
the Best Fried Chicken Wings in the History
of Chicken and Flamin‘ Hot Cheeto Mac &
Cheese. Binge on Smoked Gouda Cornbread or go
all in on New Orleans BBQ Shrimp with
Jalapeño Grits. Finish with a signature
cocktail like Voodoo on the Bayou and
desserts like Fresh Fried Beignets. What you
hold in your hands is a collection of epic
recipes and electric commentary like no
other.

The New Organic Grower, 3rd Edition
Original 1896 Boston Cooking-School
Cook Book
Now busy home cooks can bring the fantastic
flavors of Thai cuisine into the kitchen with
a simple trip to the grocery store. Nancie
McDermott, experienced cook, teacher, and
author of the best-selling cookbook Real
Thai, presents this collection of 70
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delicious recipes that focus on easy-to-find
ingredients and quick cooking methods to whip
up traditional Thai. With recipes like Crying
Tiger Grilled Beef, Grilled Shrimp and
Scallops with Lemongrass, Sticky Rice with
Mangoes, and Thai Iced Tea, along with
McDermott's highly practical array of
shortcuts, substitutions, and time-saving
techniques, anyone can prepare home-cooked
authentic Thai meals—as often as they like.

The Fannie Farmer Baking Book
Describes professional cooks at the turn of
the century, their passion and idealism as
well as their bizarre and misguided ideas,
and the influential culinary style they
engineered.

Best-ever Brownies
Engagingly written volume filled with scores
of nutritious recipes and wide-ranging
suggestions for the mid-19th-century
housekeeper. Includes advice on selecting and
preparing foods, health tips, cleaning
accessories, dealing with help, and more.

King's Creative Kitchen
Many of the earliest books, particularly
those dating back to the 1900s and before,
are now extremely scarce and increasingly
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expensive. We are republishing these classic
works in affordable, high quality, modern
editions, using the original text and
artwork.

A New Book of Cookery
This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important, and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries
around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in
the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced,
and made generally available to the public.
We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
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Old-time Farmhouse Cooking
American recipes from a time when the food
was wholesome and life was full of fresh air
and sunlight. These recipes, stories, jokes,
advice, farm lore, and illustrations were
collected from a wide variety of American
agricultural sources from the 1880s to the
1950s.

Catering for Special Occasions: With
Menus & Recipes
The classic cookbook from "the first lady of
Southern cooking" (NPR), featuring a new
foreword by Mashama Bailey, star of Netflix
documentary series Chef's Table. Decades
before cornbread, shrimp and grits, and peach
cobbler were mainstays on menus everywhere,
Edna Lewis was pioneering the celebration of
seasonal food as a distinctly American
cuisine. In this James Beard Foundation
Cookbook Hall of Fame-inducted cookbook, Miss
Lewis (as she was almost universally known)
shares the recipes of her childhood, spent in
a Virginia farming community founded by her
grandfather and his friends after
emancipation, as well as those that made her
one of the most revered American chefs of all
time. Interspersed throughout are personal
anecdotes, cooking insights, notes on
important Southern ingredients, and
personally developed techniques for
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maximizing flavor. Across six charmingly
illustrated chapters--From the Gardens and
Orchards; From the Farmyard; From the Lakes,
Steams, and Oceans; For the Cupboard; From
the Bread Oven and Griddle; and The Taste of
Old-fashioned Desserts--encompassing almost
200 recipes, Miss Lewis captures the spirit
of the South. From Whipped Cornmeal with
Okra; Pan-Braised Spareribs; and Benne Seed
Biscuits to Thirteen-Bean Soup; Pumpkin with
Sautéed Onions and Herbs; a Salad of Whole
Tomatoes Garnished with Green Beans and
Scallions; and Raspberry Pie Garnished with
Whipped Cream, In Pursuit of Flavor is a
modern classic and a timeless compendium of
Southern cooking at its very best.

In Pursuit of Flavor
American eating changed dramatically in the
early twentieth century. As food production
became more industrialized, nutritionists,
home economists, and so-called racial
scientists were all pointing Americans toward
a newly scientific approach to diet. Food
faddists were rewriting the most basic rules
surrounding eating, while reformers were
working to reshape the diets of immigrants
and the poor. And by the time of World War I,
the country's first international aid program
was bringing moral advice about food
conservation into kitchens around the
country. In Modern Food, Moral Food, Helen
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Zoe Veit argues that the twentieth-century
food revolution was fueled by a powerful
conviction that Americans had a moral
obligation to use self-discipline and reason,
rather than taste and tradition, in choosing
what to eat. Veit weaves together cultural
history and the history of science to bring
readers into the strange and complex world of
the American Progressive Era. The era's
emphasis on science and self-control left a
profound mark on American eating, one that
remains today in everything from the ubiquity
of science-based dietary advice to the
tenacious idealization of thinness.
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